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This sweeping, emotionally-resonant fantasy from beloved author Jessica Day George is perfect for fans of Princess Academy and Black
Beauty. When orphaned Anthea Cross-Thornley receives a letter from a long-lost uncle, she wonders if she will finally find a true home. But
she is shocked to learn that her uncle secretly breeds horses--animals that have been forbidden in her kingdom for centuries. More
alarming is Anthea's strange ability to sense the horses' thoughts and feelings, an ancient gift called The Way. Confused and terrified,
Anthea is desperate to leave, but when her family and kingdom are put at risk, can she embrace The Way and the exciting future it might
bring her? A Mighty Girl Best Book of the Year
When her favorite supernatural teen television show gets canceled and her longtime crush suddently becomes unreachably popular, sixteenyear-old Scarlett finds comfort in writing a new series for her online friends, but it is based on real-life students from her high school.
A tale based on the life of the Sundance Channel Push Girl star and founder of the Walk and Roll Foundation follows the experiences of a
popular homecoming princess who loses the ability to walk after a devastating car accident. Simultaneous eBook.
Some schools have honor codes. Others have handbooks. Themis Academy has the Mockingbirds. From the glossy pages of its admissions
brochure, the prestigious Themis Academy appears perfect in every way: exceptional academics, extraordinary students, the kind of
extracurriculars to make an Ivy League proud, and zero instances of student misbehavior. But this boarding school isn't as pristine as it
appears. There's a dark underbelly to the perfect record the Themis administration flaunts. Student infractions are rampant, and it's up to a
secret vigilante society, the Mockingbirds, to maintain order on campus--a responsibility their members take very seriously. Alex Patrick
never thought she would need the Mockingbirds. But when she's date-raped by another student, she doesn't know where else to go. As
much as she'd like to forget what happened, she can't escape the daily reminders of what went wrong that terrible night. Before she can
summon the courage to take a stand, she'll have to accept that her battle for justice is not hers alone. Standing up for someone, especially
yourself, is worth the fight.
The Geography of You and Me
Bumped
The Complete Jessica Darling Series
Best Frenemies Forever
A Novel

“Transcendent.” —New York Times Book Review “Magnificent.” —Village Voice “Sparkling.”
—Publishers Weekly Francesca Lia Block’s dazzling debut novel, Weetzie Bat, is not only a
genre-shattering, critically acclaimed gem, it's also widely recognized as a classic of
young adult literature, having captivated readers for generations. This coming-of-age
novel follows the eponymous Weetzie Bat and her best friend Dirk as they navigate life
and love in a timeless, dreamlike version of Los Angeles. When Weetzie is granted three
wishes by a genie, she discovers that there are unexpected ramifications…. Winner of the
prestigious Phoenix Award, Weetzie Bat is a beautiful, poetic work of magical realism
that is perfect for fans of Laura Ruby, Neil Gaiman, and Kelly Link.
The Complete Jessica Darling SeriesSloppy Firsts, Second Helpings, Charmed Thirds, Fourth
Comings, Perfect FifthsCrown
Rushing to make her flight for a trip to the Caribbean for a wedding, Jessica runs into
her former boyfriend, Marcus, who she hasn't seen since she turned down his marriage
proposal, and wonders if this meeting wasn't by chance.
Jessica Darling’s in college! Things are looking up for Jessica Darling. She has finally
left her New Jersey hometown/hellhole for Columbia University in New York City; she’s
more into her boyfriend, Marcus Flutie, than ever (so what if he’s at a Buddhist college
in California?); and she’s making new friends who just might qualify as stand-ins for her
beloved best friend, Hope. But Jessica soon realizes that her bliss might not last. She
lands an internship at a snarky Brooklyn-based magazine, but will she fit in with the
überhip staff (and will she even want to)? As she and Marcus hit the rocks, will she end
up falling for her GOPunk, neoconservative RA . . . or the hot (and married!) Spanish
grad student she’s assisting on a summer project . . . or the oh-so-sensitive emo boy
down the hall? Will she even make it through college now that her parents have cut her
off financially? And what do the cryptic one-word postcards from Marcus really mean? With
hilarious insight, the hyperobservant Jessica Darling struggles through her college
years—and the summers in between—while maintaining her usual mix of wit, cynicism, and
candor.
Attack of the Bully Bug
The Try-It-Out, Get-It-Done, Live-It-Up List!
Reverie
Of Princes and Promises
Sloppy Firsts, Second Helpings, Charmed Thirds, Fourth Comings, Perfect Fifths
New York Times bestselling author Megan McCafferty returns to her roots with this YA
coming of age story set in a New Jersey mall. The year is 1991. Scrunchies, mixtapes and
90210 are, like, totally fresh. Cassie Worthy is psyched to spend the summer after
graduation working at the Parkway Center Mall. In six weeks, she and her boyfriend head
off to college in NYC to fulfill The Plan: higher education and happily ever after. But
you know what they say about the best laid plans... Set entirely in a classic “monument
to consumerism,” the novel follows Cassie as she finds friendship, love, and ultimately
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herself, in the most unexpected of places. Megan McCafferty, beloved New York Times
bestselling author of the Jessica Darling series, takes readers on an epic trip back in
time to The Mall.
The most hilarious, charming, realistic story of middle-grade friendships you'll ever
read, from Megan McCafferty, the mega bestselling, beloved author of Sloppy Firsts.
Twelve-year-old Ella has everything she needs to take seventh grade by storm, from the
perfect outfit to the perfect new best friend. She's still not 100% sure why cool,
confident Morgan has chosen Ella to be her newest sidekick, but Ella is flattered by the
attention, even if it means giving up some of the things she's always loved, like fantasy
novels . . . and her former best friend, Sophie. Ella feels a little guilty about
ditching Sophie, but middle school is no laughing matter, and Ella knows that it'll be
safer in popular Morgan's shadow than by Sophie's side.But life as Morgan's best friend
is trickier than Ella imagined. Everything has to be perfect, from their "on brand"
selfies to the videos they record of them singing. And the more demanding Morgan becomes,
the more Ella starts to wonder if she made the right choice. But Sophie already has a new
best friend, leaving Ella feeling more alone and out of place than ever.So when Ella
discovers a new activity that she's really good at -- a hopelessly dorky sport that
Morgan has forbidden her from pursuing, Ella has to ask herself what matters more:
popularity . . . or staying true to herself? But does she even know who she really is
without loyal Sophie by her side?
Lucy has just joined the afterlife, and as a brand-new ghost she's mostly see-through,
not able to stand or sit normally, stuck in the ballet clothes she was wearing before she
crossed over...and stuck in middle school. Can't a ghost get a break? But then the cutest
(ghost) boy she's ever seen turns out to be her very own guide to school, and things
start looking brighter. Maybe she's not quite solid yet, but Lucy is definitely going to
make this the best afterlife ever!
Make the most of your twenties with this must-have millennial bucket list featuring the
essential skills, knowledge, and goals to achieve before reaching the big 3-0. There’s no
time in your life like your twenties. Let Things To Do Before You’re 30 be your tour
guide through this weird and wonderful decade, with advice on everything from traveling
the world to learning new languages. In this simple, list-based guidebook, you’ll find
600 things to do before turning 30. Get advice for keeping up your health (are you really
drinking enough water?), maintaining your relationships, taking care of your home (you’re
not in college anymore—time to learn how to frame your art and hang it on the wall), and
ultimately, becoming the best self you can possibly be, while unclogging drains and
changing tires along the way.
Crushed (Happily Ever Afterlife #2)
Weetzie Bat
The Mall
Jessica Darling's It List 2
The Mockingbirds
A B&N's YA Book Club Pick * Walmart Buzz Pick * Indie Next Pick * Book of the Month Club YA Box A "joyously, riotously
queer" (Kirkus) young adult fantasy from debut author Ryan La Sala, Reverie is a wildly imaginative story about dreams
becoming reality, perfect for fans of Adam Silvera and Laini Taylor. A few weeks ago, Kane Montgomery was in an accident
that robbed him of his memory. The only thing he knows for certain is that the police found him half-dead in the river. The
world as he knows it feels different—reality seems different. And when strange things start happening around him, Kane
isn't sure where to turn. And then three of his classmates show up, claiming to be his friends and the only people who can
tell him what's truly going on. Kane doesn't know what to believe or who he can trust. But as he and the others are dragged
into increasingly fantastical dream worlds drawn from imagination, it becomes clear that there is dark magic at work.
Nothing in Kane's life is an accident, and only he can keep the world itself from unraveling. Reverie is an intricate and
compelling LGBT young adult book about the secret worlds we hide within ourselves and what happens when they become
real. Praise for Reverie: "This outstanding debut novel will light readers' imaginations on fire...Imaginative, bold, and full of
queer representation, this is a must-purchase for YA collections."—School Library Journal *STARRED REVIEW* "This fantasy
offers readers something wonderfully new and engaging...a gem of a novel that is as affirming as it is entertaining."—The
Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books "The story's many LGBTQ characters are prominently represented and powerfully
nuanced."—Publishers Weekly "A darkly imagined, riveting fantasy... thrilling."—Shelf Awareness "Joyously, riotously
queer... The themes of creating one's own reality and fighting against the rules imposed by the world you're born into will
ring powerfully true for many young readers."—Kirkus Reviews
The fifth and final book in Megan McCafferty's beloved, New York Times bestselling series - now with a new foreword by
Rebecca Serle Jessica thought her Pineville, New Jersey life was behind her. Now a young professional, she’s ready to keep
moving forward—until she (literally) runs into her former boyfriend Marcus Flutie at the airport on her way to her best
friend’s Caribbean wedding. Marcus and Jessica have both changed dramatically, yet their connection feels as familiar as
ever. Is their reunion just a fluke? Or is this momentous collision orchestrated by fate? Readers have followed Jessica
through every step (and misstep) from her life as a high schooler, to her years in college, and a twenty-something stumbling
towards adulthood. In Perfect Fifths, the hilarious and satisfying conclusion to the Jessica Darling series, readers will finally
get a peek inside the mind of Marcus Flutie, with a finale perfect in its imperfections.
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Is it impossible for old elementary-school friends and new junior-high friends to all get along as just, you know, friends?
Good or bad, that's what I'm about to find out. Jessica Darling is finally getting the hang of seventh grade! Hosting an epic
slumber party might even help to make Jessica popular...but is that what she really wants? New York Times bestselling
author Megan McCafferty's It List series introduces readers to Jessica Darling, an unabashedly brainy seventh grader who
tries to stay true to herself, even if it means being (totally not) cool.
The first book in the beloved, New York Times bestselling series - now with a new foreword by New York Times bestselling
author Rebecca Serle Jessica Darling is devastated when her best friend moves away from Pineville, New Jersey. With Hope
gone, Jessica has no one she can really talk to. She doesn’t relate to the boy-and-shopping obsessed girls at school, or her
dad’s obsession with track meets, and her mom is too busy planning big sister Bethany’s lavish wedding. Jessica is lost
more than ever, and her nonexistent love life is only making things worse. Fresh, funny, and utterly compelling, readers fell
in love with Jessica Darling’s poignant, hilarious voice and have stayed with her through her ups and downs (and her mixedup feelings about her first love, Marcus Flutie). A modern classic, readers will be excited to return to Pineville, New Jersey
and Jessica Darling’s world with Sloppy Firsts. Now with a foreword from New York Times bestselling author Rebecca Serle
and a new author's note from Megan McCafferty!
The Edge of Falling
Jessica Darling's It List
Dance and Fashion
True to Your Selfie
Sixteen

The fourth book in the beloved, New York Times bestselling series - now with a new foreword by Rebecca Serle Jessica
Darling is living the New York City dream. She’s subletting an apartment with her best friend, working for a magazine
that cares about her psychology degree, and she’s still deeply in love with Marcus Flutie. But then Marcus proposes, and
wants Jessica’s answer in a week. Is she ready to give up her NYC life of literary parties, art openings, and karaoke
downtown to move back to New Jersey? Even if it’s to be with the boy (now man) who she’s been in love with for years?
Megan McCafferty's Fourth Comings, the next in the hilarious New York Times bestselling series, brings readers once
again into the snarky, witty mind of Jessica Darling as she learns that reality is more complicated than dreamy clichés.
In the sequel to Sloppy Firsts, Jessica Darkling is now a senior at Pineville High and struggles to cope with the enigmatic
Marcus Flutie, her flighty best friend Hope, and her offensive fellow classmates as she tries to get her life back in order
before it is time to go to college. Original.
Megan McCafferty’s Bumped series of books are must-read teen dystopian fiction, along with Ally Condie’s Matched
series and Veronica Roth’s Divergent trilogy. Thumped, the sequel to Bumped, manages to be satiric, scary, and
romantic at the same time. It continues the story of separated-at-birth twins, Melody and Harmony, girls as engaging as
McCafferty’s Jessica Darling. These sisters are the most popular teen girls on the planet. To their fans, they seem to be
living ideal lives. Harmony is married to Ram and living in Goodside, the religious community that once meant everything
to her. Melody has the genetically flawless Jondoe as her coupling partner, which means money and status—and a bright
future. But both girls are hiding secrets. And they are each pining for the only guys they can’t have…. The biggest risk of
all could be to finally tell the truth.
Devastated when her best friend moves away, sixteen-year-old Jessica Darling feels isolated at school and at home, as
she struggles to deal with her father's obsession with her track meets, her boy-crazy peers, and her own nonexistent love
life.
The Rose Legacy
The Dinner List
Fourth Comings
Second Helpings
Perfect Fifths
Caterina is desperate to gain back the popularity she once held at Rosetta's Academy, while Rahul, desperate for a chance with
Caterina, discovers hair gel that turns him into suave RC, Caterina's dream boy.
When a virus makes everyone over the age of eighteen infertile, would-be parents pay teen girls to conceive and give birth to their
children, making teens the most prized members of society. Girls sport fake baby bumps and the school cafeteria stocks folic-acidinfused food. Sixteen-year-old identical twins Melody and Harmony were separated at birth and have never met until the day
Harmony shows up on Melody’s doorstep. Up to now, the twins have followed completely opposite paths. Melody has scored an
enviable conception contract with a couple called the Jaydens. While they are searching for the perfect partner for Melody to bump
with, she is fighting her attraction to her best friend, Zen, who is way too short for the job. Harmony has spent her whole life in
Goodside, a religious community, preparing to be a wife and mother. She believes her calling is to convince Melody that pregging
for profit is a sin. But Harmony has secrets of her own that she is running from. When Melody is finally matched with the worldfamous, genetically flawless Jondoe, both girls’ lives are changed forever. A case of mistaken identity takes them on a journey
neither could have ever imagined, one that makes Melody and Harmony realize they have so much more than just DNA in
common. From New York Times bestselling author Megan McCafferty comes a strikingly original look at friendship, love, and
sisterhood—in a future that is eerily believable.
Becoming famous after saving a girl on the brink of suicide, Caggie, who is grieving the death of a sister and a failed relationship,
longs to be left alone before unexpectedly falling for the mysterious Astor, who harbors his own dark secrets. By the author of
When You Were Mine.
Now a digital feature film! I hadn't even gotten to homeroom yet and I'd already discovered five hard truths about junior high: 1. My
best friend had turned pretty. 2. She didn't know it yet. 3. It wouldn't be long before she did. 4. That knowledge would change
everything between us. 5. And there wasn't a thing I could do about it. It's the first day of seventh grade. Is Jessica Darling
doomed for dorkdom? New York Times bestselling author Megan McCafferty's hilarious new novel will have you laughing,
cringing, and cheering for Jessica Darling as she learns that being herself beats being popular, pretty & perfect any day.
The Fourth Child
Jessica Darling's It List 3
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Gimme Everything You Got
Push Girl
Scarlett Epstein Hates It Here
“One part Judy Blume, one part Amy Schumer, Gimme Everything You Got is incredibly warm, bracingly frank, and laugh-outloud hilarious. I didn't want the game to end.” —Katie Cotugno, New York Times bestselling author of 99 Days It's 1979—the
age of roller skates and feathered bangs, Charlie’s Angels and Saturday Night Fever—and Susan Klintock is a junior in high
school with a lot of sexual fantasies . . . but not a lot of sexual experience. No boy—at least not any she knows—has been
worth taking a shot on. That is, until Bobby McMann arrives. Bobby is foxy, he’s charming . . . and he’s also the coach of the
brand-new girls’ soccer team. Sure, he’s totally, 100 percent, completely off limits. Sure, Susan doesn’t stand a chance. But
that doesn’t mean she can’t try out for the team to get closer to him, and Susan Klintock has always liked a challenge.
Between the endless drills and grueling practices, Susan discovers something else: She might actually love soccer. But being
a part of the first girls’ team at school means dealing with other challenges. As friendships shifts, she finds her real passions
might lie in places she didn’t expect when the season began—and that discovering who she is will mean taking risks, both on
and off the pitch. Love. Lust. Soccer. Acclaimed author Iva-Marie Palmer returns with a fresh, funny, feminist coming-of-age
comedy about learning to take your shot on the things that truly matter.
“A beautifully observed and thrillingly honest novel about the dark corners of family life and the long, complicated search for
understanding and grace.” —Jenny Offill, author of Dept. of Speculation and Weather “The Fourth Child is keen and beautiful
and heartbreaking—an exploration of private guilt and unexpected obligation, of the intimate losses of power embedded in
female adolescence, and of the fraught moments of glancing divinity that come with shouldering the burden of love.” —Jia
Tolentino, New York Times bestselling author of Trick Mirror “A remarkable family saga . . . The Fourth Child is a balm—a
reminder that it is possible for art to provide a nuanced exploration of life itself.” —Rumaan Alam, author of Leave the World
Behind and Rich and Pretty The author of Break in Case of Emergency follows up her “extraordinary debut” (The Guardian)
with a moving novel about motherhood and marriage, adolescence and bodily autonomy, family and love, religion and
sexuality, and the delicate balance between the purity of faith and the messy reality of life. Book-smart, devoutly Catholic,
and painfully unsure of herself, Jane becomes pregnant in high school; by her early twenties, she is raising three children in
the suburbs of western New York State. In the fall of 1991, as her children are growing older and more independent, Jane is
overcome by a spiritual and intellectual restlessness that leads her to become involved with a local pro-life group. Following
the tenets of her beliefs, she also adopts a little girl from Eastern Europe. But Mirela is a difficult child. Deprived of a loving
caregiver in infancy, she remains unattached to her new parents, no matter how much love Jane shows her. As Jane becomes
consumed with chasing therapies that might help Mirela, her relationships with her family, especially her older daughter,
Lauren, begin to fray. Feeling estranged from her mother and unsettled in her new high school, Lauren begins to discover the
power of her own burgeoning creativity and sexuality—a journey that both echoes and departs from her mother’s own
adolescent experiences. But when Lauren is confronted with the limits of her youth and independence, Jane is thrown into an
emotional crisis, forced to reconcile her principles and faith with her determination to keep her daughters safe. The Fourth
Child is a piercing love story and a haunting portrayal of how love can shatter—or strengthen—our beliefs.
Second Helpings continues Megan McCafferty's New York Times bestselling series - now with a new foreword by New York
Times bestselling author Rebecca Serle Jessica Darling is in her senior year of high school and things can’t seem to get
worse: her best friend, Hope, still lives in another state, and the mysterious and oh-so-compelling Marcus Flutie continues to
be a distraction she doesn’t need. Not to mention her parents won’t get off her back about choosing a college, and her older
sister’s pregnancy is causing quite a bit of drama in the Darling household. The second book in Megan McCafferty’s critically
acclaimed Jessica Darling series is fun, irreverent, and shows that being a teenager is never easy (or boring). Now with a
foreword from New York Times bestselling author Rebecca Serle and a new author's note from Megan McCafferty!
Growing Up Can Be Perfect in Its Imperfection The Jessica Darling series chronicles one young woman’s coming-of-age in the
first decade of the 21st century. Over five books and ten years, Jessica Darling fumbles her way into adulthood. She evolves
from a sixteen-year-old cynic, snarking in her diary about catty cliques, unrequited crushes, and other high school indignities,
into a jet-setting twenty-six-year-old urbanite searching for more meaning in her life. Through all her misadventures in high
school, college, and beyond, Jessica gets long-distance support from her best friend, Hope. But it's her on-again/off-again love
of her life, Marcus Flutie, who can always be counted on to complicate her life in ways that are infuriating, intoxicating, and
ultimately irresistible. SLOPPY FIRSTS: Meet Jessica Darling—and fall for Marcus Flutie—in this high school comedy of
many, many errors. A fresh, funny, utterly compelling fiction debut, Sloppy Firsts is an insightful true-to-life look at sixteenyear-old Jessica's predicament as she embarks on another year of teenage torment—from the dark days after her best friend,
Hope, moves away through her months as a type-A personality turned insomniac to her completely mixed up feelings about
Marcus Flutie, the intelligent and mysterious "Dreg" who works his way into her heart. SECOND HELPINGS: Can Jessica
survive senior year without losing her mind . . . or her heart? This time, Jess is going through the social and emotional ordeal
of her last year at Pineville High. Not only does the mysterious Marcus Flutie continue to distract her, but Hope still lives in
another state, and she can't seem to escape the clutches of the Clueless Crew, her annoying so-called friends. To top it off,
Jessica's parents won't get off her butt about choosing a college. Will Jess crack under the pressure of senioritis? CHARMED
THIRDS: Jessica is in college . . . and smart girls have more fun! Jessica has finally left her hometown/hellhole for Columbia
University; she's into Marcus more than ever (so what if he's at a Buddhist college in California), and she's making new
friends. But Jess soon realizes that her bliss might not last. As she and Marcus hit the rocks, will she fall for her GOPunk,
neoconservative RA . . . or for the hot grad student she's assisting on a summer project . . . or for the oh-so-sensitive emo boy
down the hall? Will she even make it now that her parents have cut her off financially? And what do the cryptic one-word
postcards from Marcus really mean? FOURTH COMINGS: Is the real world ready for Jessica Darling? At first it seems like
she's living the New York City dream. She's subletting an apartment with her best friend, working for a magazine that
actually cares about her psychology degree, and is still deeply in love with Marcus. But when Marcus proposes—giving her
only one week to answer—Jessica must decide if she's ready to give up a world of late-night literary soirees, art openings, and
downtown drunken karaoke to move back to New Jersey and be with the one man who's gripped her heart for years.
PERFECT FIFTHS: Does Jessica and Marcus's journey end here? Or is it just the beginning? . . . Now a young professional in
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her mid-twenties, Jess is off to a Caribbean wedding. As she rushes to her gate at the airport, she literally runs into her
former boyfriend, Marcus Flutie. It's the first time she's seen him since she reluctantly turned down his marriage proposal
three years earlier—and emotions run high. They have both changed dramatically, yet their connection feels as familiar as
ever. Is their reunion just a fluke, or has fate orchestrated this collision of their lives once again?
Things to Do Before You're 30
The (Totally Not) Guaranteed Guide to Stressing, Obsessing & Second-Guessing
The (Totally Not) Guaranteed Guide to Friends, Foes & Faux Friends
Charmed Thirds
How Opal Mehta Got Kissed, Got Wild, and Got a Life
Old flames are reignited in the fifth and final book in the New York Times bestselling Jessica Darling
series. Captivated readers have followed Jessica through every step and misstep: from her life as a
tormented, tart-tongued teenager to her years as a college grad stumbling toward adulthood. Now a young
professional in her mid-twenties, Jess is off to a Caribbean wedding. As she rushes to her gate at the
airport, she literally runs into her former boyfriend, Marcus Flutie. It’s the first time she's seen
him since she reluctantly turned down his marriage proposal three years earlier–and emotions run high.
Marcus and Jessica have both changed dramatically, yet their connection feels as familiar as ever. Is
their reunion just a fluke or has fate orchestrated this collision of their lives once again? Told
partly from Marcus’s point of view, Perfect Fifths finally lets readers inside the mind of the one
person who’s both troubled and titillated Jessica Darling for years. Expect nothing less than the
satisfying conclusion fans have been waiting for, one perfect in its imperfection. . . .
Lucy is ready for her next challenge at Limbo Central Middle School: joining a club. Or actually,
forming one. Lucy and her best friend Cecily were awesome ballet dancers in life, so obviously they can
start a Dance Club in the afterlife! Not according to Georgia Sinclaire. The head of the Cheerleading
squad wants to forbid cheerleaders from even trying out for Lucy and Cecily's club. Who knew starting a
Dance Club would be all about drama?
The bugs in Bugville have had it with bullies! How will they solve the problem? Bullying: Helping
Through Teamwork.
I hadn't even gotten to homeroom yet and I'd already discovered five hard truths about junior high: 1.
My best friend had turned pretty. 2. She didn't know it yet. 3. It wouldn't be long before she did. 4.
That knowledge would change everything between us. 5. And there wasn't a thing I could do about it.
It's the first day of seventh grade. Is Jessica Darling doomed for dorkdom? New York Times bestselling
author Megan McCafferty's hilarious new novel will have you laughing, cringing, and cheering for
Jessica Darling as she learns that being herself beats being popular, pretty & perfect any day.
The (Totally Not) Guaranteed Guide to Popularity, Prettiness & Perfection
Thumped
Stories About That Sweet and Bitter Birthday
Ghostcoming! (Happily Ever Afterlife #1)
A Jessica Darling Novel

Offered a second chance at getting into Harvard when the dean urges her to prove she is capable of having fun as well as overachieving
academically, Opal takes calculated measures to establish her place in the popular crowd.
This poignant and romantic novel from the New York Times bestselling author of One Italian Summer and In Five Years answers the question: If
you could have dinner with any five people, living or dead, who would they be? A Bustle Book Club Selection “I have five words for Rebecca Serle’s
The Dinner List: wistful, delicious, romantic, magical, love.” —Gabrielle Zevin, New York Times Bestselling Author of The Storied Life of A.J. Fikry
and Young Jane Young “We’ve been waiting for an hour.” That’s what Audrey says. She states it with a little bit of an edge, her words just bordering
on cursive. That’s the thing I think first. Not: Audrey Hepburn is at my birthday dinner, but Audrey Hepburn is annoyed.” At one point or another,
we’ve all been asked to name five people, living or dead, with whom we’d like to have dinner. Why do we choose the people we do? And what if that
dinner was to actually happen? These are the questions Rebecca Serle contends with in her utterly captivating novel, The Dinner List, a story imbued
with the same delightful magical realism as One Day, and the life-changing romance of Me Before You. When Sabrina arrives at her thirtieth
birthday dinner she finds at the table not just her best friend, but also three significant people from her past, and well, Audrey Hepburn. As the
appetizers are served, wine poured, and dinner table conversation begins, it becomes clear that there’s a reason these six people have been gathered
together.
The first book to explore the synergy between dance and fashion, featuring a wide range of dance-fashion collaborations and inspirations
Crazy teachers; best friends turning pretty overnight; "The Unbreakable Laws of Cafeteria Line Cutting".... Junior high is rough, and Jessica Darling
needs help! Enter older sister Bethany and her "It List," meant to help Jessica uphold "The Darling Domination of Popularity." In Jessica Darling's It
List 3, Jessica faces the potentially mortifying outcome of the Top Secret Pineville Junior High Crushability Test. Plus, she's kind of stuck in the
middle, as smarties and skaters unite to collect signatures on a petition to bring back the school's annual dance. Will the dramarama of seventh grade
be Jessica's downfall? Not if she can help it.
Sloppy Firsts
Lucy lives on the twenty-fourth floor. Owen lives in the basement. It's fitting, then, that they meet in the middle -- stuck between
two floors of a New York City apartment building, on an elevator rendered useless by a citywide blackout. After they're rescued,
Lucy and Owen spend the night wandering the darkened streets and marveling at the rare appearance of stars above Manhattan.
But once the power is back, so is reality. Lucy soon moves abroad with her parents, while Owen heads out west with his father.
The brief time they spend together leaves a mark. And as their lives take them to Edinburgh and to San Francisco, to Prague and
to Portland, Lucy and Owen stay in touch through postcards, occasional e-mails, and phone calls. But can they -- despite the odds
-- find a way to reunite? Smartly observed and wonderfully romantic, Jennifer E. Smith's new novel shows that the center of the
world isn't necessarily a place. Sometimes, it can be a person.
Dating! Drama! Driving! Remember what it was like to be sixteen? Whether it was the year your teeth were finally free of braces or
the year you were discovered by the opposite sex, that magical, mystical age is something you will never forget. Edited by Megan
McCafferty, author of the runaway hit novels Sloppy Firsts and Second Helpings, Sixteen: Stories About That Sweet and Bitter
Birthday is a compilation of short stories inspired by all the angst, melodrama, and wonderment of being sixteen. Sarah Dessen’s
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“Infinity” is about a girl confronting two major milestones: getting her driver’s license and losing her virginity. The Dead Girls in
Jacqueline Woodson’s “Nebraska 99” have already decided to “do it” and must now cope with being teenage mothers. And
Carolyn Mackler’s “Mona Lisa, Jesus, Chad, and Me” explores whether friendship can survive when partying and prayer clash.
Also included is a new Jessica Darling story by Megan McCafferty about the last fifteen minutes Jessica spends—or rather, doesn’t
spend—with her best friend, Hope, who is leaving Pineville. Featuring stories by Steve Almond, M. T. Anderson, Julianna Baggott,
Cat Bauer, Emma Forrest, Tanuja Desai Hidier, David Levithan, Sonya Sones, Zoe Trope, Ned Vizzini, and Joseph Weisberg,
these hilarious, poignant, and touching tales are perfect for both those who have yet to reach that milestone and those who want
to reminisce about their “sweetest” year.
From mega-bestselling author Megan McCafferty—author of the beloved Jessica Darling series that The Wall Street Journal called
“Judy Blume meets Dorothy Parker”—comes a hilarious love letter to the magic and heartache of middle school friendship. Sophie
Dailey is NOT looking forward to starting middle school. For one thing, she doesn’t look like other kids. Instead of trendy tank
tops, she wears high tech shirts that block UV rays. (Sun protection is serious business!) And she definitely doesn’t sound like
other kids either. (She can’t say “holla” or “hot take” without making a weird face.) Needless to say, this is probably why her best
friend, Ella, ditched her for Queen Bee Morgan. Sophie is comfortable with who she is and doesn’t want to change. But she’s also
pretty lonely without Ella. Even worse, Morgan seems intent on making seventh grade miserable for Sophie, and Ella doesn’t bat
an eye at the bullying. Then a new girl moves in next door to Sophie. Kaytee Ray is everything Sophie is not: fashionable and
super-confident. Sophie can’t believe Kaytee wants to spend the last days of summer with her. Determined to keep Kaytee as a
friend, Sophie lies about her social status, claiming to be besties with Morgan and Ella. As long as Kaytee attends Villa
Academy—a private school on the other side of town—she’ll never find out her first friend in New Jersey is a loser. But can any
friendship built on lies survive seventh grade?
The third book in Megan McCafferty's beloved, New York Times bestselling series--now with a new foreword by Rebecca Serle.
Life finally seems to be going right for Jessica Darling. She escaped the New Jersey suburbs and attends Columbia University in
New York City. She’s more into her boyfriend, Marcus Flutie, than ever—even if he’s at a college across the country in California.
And she’s making new friends who can’t quite compete with her beloved bestie, Hope, but at least come close. If Jessica thought
high school was hard, college brings a whole new set of challenges. She snagged an internship at a Brooklyn literary magazine,
but will she ever fit in with the snarky staff? Can she even make it to graduation after her parents cut her off financially? And will
her long distance relationship survive the pursuit by three new—and radically different—love interests? With the signature wit,
cynicism and candor the series is famous for, Charmed Thirds takes readers on an unforgettable journey through Jessica Darling's
hilariously complicated college years.
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